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A COUNTEREXAMPLE IN NONLINEAR
INTERPOLATION1
MICHAEL CWIKEL
Abstract.
If (A0,AX) is an interpolation pair with A0 C Ax and T is a
possibly nonlinear operator which maps AQ into A0 and Ax into Ax and
satisfies \\Ta\\Ai)< C|]a||^o and \\Tb - Tb'\\A < C\\b - b'\\A for all a S A0
and b, V £ Ax and for some constant C, then it is known that T also maps
the real interpolation spaces (A0,Ax)t mt0 themselves. We give an example
showing that Tneed not map the complex interpolation spaces [^q,/), ]e into
themselves. It is also seen that quasilinear operators may fail to preserve
complex interpolation spaces.

Introduction. The theory of interpolation spaces, which was originally
developed as a generalization of classical results concerning interpolation of
linear operators, also provides a setting for results concerning nonlinear
operators. The following is a rudimentary example of a theorem for "Lipschitz" operators.
Theorem 1. Let (A0,AX) be an interpolation pair with A0 C Ax and let T be a
possibly nonlinear operator mapping A0 into A0 and Ax into Ax such that

(i)lirais < clMl^,
(ii) \\Tb - Tb'\\M< C||è - b\
for all a E A0, b, V E Ax and some constant C. Then T maps (A0,Ax)e

itself for all9,0<9<

into

1 and all p, 0 < p < oo.

The proof is immediate and amounts to showing that K(t, Tf;A0,Ax)
< CK(t,f;A0,Ax) where K is the Peetre functional [3]. We refer for example
to [4], [5], and [7] for variants, generalizations, and applications of this

theorem.
The purpose of this note is to provide a solution to the problem, posed by
J.-L. Lions, of finding an example of an operator T which satisfies the above
hypotheses but does not map the complex interpolation spaces [yi0,.4,]e into
themselves. As remarked by Professor Lions, it is hardly to be expected that
such a nonlinear operator would preserve complex interpolation spaces. But in
trying to show this in practice one is faced by the problem that for many
important and well-studied interpolation pairs the complex interpolation
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spaces coincide with suitably chosen real interpolation spaces and so a
counterexample must be sought using other pairs where this coincidence does
not occur. It seems that the first case where it was observed that real and
complex interpolation spaces do not coincide was for the pair (Lp, Wx'p) on
the circle. This follows from an argument using lacunary series due (independently) to J.-P. Kahane and E. M. Stein (see e.g. [6, Chapter IX]). However,
by much simpler arguments we can see that the real and complex interpolation
spaces for the pair (/' 0 /2,/°° © /°°) also fail to coincide, and for our
purposes it is apparently rather easier to use this pair.

Construction of the operator. We shall use the spaces Lp, 1 < p < oo, and
Lp'q, 1 < p, q < oo, defined with respect to Lebesgue measure on the positive
real line (see [2]). We shall also need the analogous spaces lp, lp'q of sequences
on the positive integers. We recall that for 1 < p < oo, 0 < 9 < 1 and 1
< q < oo,

(¿M.00),,, = l*/(1-*K (ip,r\q

= /'/('-^,

and K(t,f;Lp,Lx)
is equivalent to (J¿" (f*(s))pdsfp,
where /*(/) is the
nonincreasing rearrangement of the function f(t) [3]. Also [Lp,Lx]e = IP'^ ~ '

and [lp,r\

-/«^[lj.

We begin by constructing an operator S which is a bounded map of L into
L and of L00into L°°. S is chosen to satisfy

(*)

K(t,Sf;L\L™)~K(t,f;L2,L™)

and in fact is defined, roughly speaking, by differentiating this equation. It is
seen that S is Lipschitz on L°° (and also quasilinear). Picking g

g L\/(\-0),2/(\-ey^L\/(\-o)and setting h = s-igt we see that>by W)
IWl£2/(l-»),2/(l-»)
** IIS^H/J/O-iW/a-S)
= ll^llLl/(l-»),2/(l-«)
<C 00,
that is, h is in L2/(1_i) but Sh = g is not in L1/(1_é,)and 5 does not preserve
complex interpolation spaces. By discretising 5 to an operator T on sequence
spaces and then reinterpreting T as an operator on direct sums of sequence
spaces, we obtain the required form of the counterexample.

The operator S which acts on L + L°° will be defined by:

Sf(t) = 0 if /is identically zero,
/

t2

#(') = (/V))2('~2/o

\-i/2

(Z»)2*)

Lemma 1. S maps L into L and L°° into L°° such that

(OIIS/II/J" Wf\\L2forallfEL2,
(ii) ||S/||L. < \\f\\L„forallfEL™,
(hi) ||5/-

Sg\\L„ < 3||/-

g||L. for all f, g E L00.
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Furthermore,

(iv) K(t, Sf; LX,LX)> CK(t,f; L2,L°°)for all positivet, allf E Û + L°°and
some constant C > 0.

Proof. Sf(t) = (d/dt)($£ (f* (s))2dsf2 for almost all positive /. Since
(So (f*(s)) *&) is an absolutely continuous function of / on every compact
subinterval of (0, oo), J0' Sf(s)ds = (/0' (f*(s)) ds) . Letting / tend to infinity we have (i). Also f0' (Sf) (s)ds > (/0' (f*(s)) ds)
which proves (iv).
The fact that/* is nonincreasing immediately implies (ii).
It remains to prove (iii). Suppose that/0(/) and/,(r) are bounded functions
with nonincreasing rearrangements f* (t) and /* (t), and that neither of them
is identically zero. First note that \f0(s)\ < ||/0 —fx\\L«>+ \fx(s)\ and, conse-

quently, /* (0 < ||/0 -/, ||L„ +/*(/).

It follows that

ll/o*-/*IL«<
ll/o-/illtLet E = (t > 0|/0V) < /*('2)} and lttj(t) = XE(t)and k(t) - 1 -/(*).
Then^)(i2)>4)(r2)forall/>0.

|5/o(/)- Sfx(i)\< \(gt)(t2))2- (4)('2))2|('"2/o'2 tf&firf*)
1/

t2

+(/^('2))2|('-2/0

\~ xl2

(tintas)

/

-(r2/o

The first term is dominated by 2|/0*(i2) -/,*(r2)|
second term is dominated by

/oV)/,V)l(r2/o'2

j2

\—'/^ i

(¿y*))2*)

|.

< 2||/0 - /, \\L„ and the

(/q%))W/2 - (r2/;2 (/*(.))W2|

(r2/;2 (/0%))W/2(r70'2

(f?(s))2dsf2

r2C\(f0*(s))2-(fx*(s))2\ds

(r2/o' a%))W/2
<

+ (r2/o' (fx*(s))2ds)

\\fo-M\L»'~2C2fo*(s)+A*(s)ds
1/2
(r2[ JO (f0*(s))2ds)l/2
+ (r2f¿
vu w,
,
^
JO (fx*(s))2ds)

S U/o~ f\ ll¿oo(iii) follows and the lemma is proved.
Let the operator T on L + L°° be defined by

TX«- Jf4 sf(s)ds
where [r] is the integer part of t. The functions Tf are, of course, constant on
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each interval [n,n + 1), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., and we may alternatively consider
them as sequences. Furthermore, considering the restriction of T to the
subspace I2 + /°° of L + L00 which consists of functions constant on each
interval [n, n + 1), we deduce immediately that T maps /°° into /°° and / into

/' with HT/H,,= ||/||/2forall/

E /2and||7/-

Tg\\,„ < 3||/-g||/00 for all/and

gin/00. By an obvious variant of Theorem 1, Tmaps (l2,lco)9

into (Z1,/00^

for each 9 E (0,1) and/> E (0, oo]. We shall see that Tdoes not map [l2,lx]g
into [ll,lx]g for any 9. This will prove the conjecture of Lions in a slightly
different form. The counterexample which proves the conjecture in the form
stated above is obtained using the interpolation pair (I2 © ll ,l°° © /°°) and

the operator U defined by U(f,g) = (0, Tf) for each pair (fig) El00®!00.
Let g(t) be a decreasing step function on (0, oo) with g(t) = gn on (n — \,n\,
n = 1,2, .... In particular, if gn = n'{x~9)(\ogn + l)-3(1-0)/4we
have g

E/,/(1-s) = [/',ns,but
£ fc '

V »'

^0,2/(1-0) •

For all / > 0 let A(0 = ('"l/2/0''/2g(5)<fc)1/2(g(/1/2))1/2. Then A(/) must also
be a bounded decreasing function, and one can readily verify that Sh(t)
= g(t). Let a(t) and b(t) be two step functions defined by a(t) = h([^t] ), b(t)
= /i([V + 1] )>where again [•] denotes "integer part", and where h(0) is taken
to be lirn^Q h(t) = g,. Then b(t) < h(t) < a(t) and a(t) and b(t) are constant
on the intervals [n ,(n + 1) ), n = 0, 1, 2, ...,
a(t)
oo
h(n2)
SUP 77T = SUP-T~

t>0 b(t)

«=o h((n + l)2)
h(Q)

rr, /«4-l\'/2/

«C^

\'/2

K\) TÍA n ) \g(n+l))
< M,

where M is a finite positive constant.

Consequently, h(t) < a(i) < A//t(/) and so M~lSh(t) < Sa(f) < M2Sh(t).
Considering a(t) as a sequence in /°° we see that Ta, like g, is not in [/ , l°°]g.
However, a is in [/2,/°°]9, since [l2,l°°]9 = (^O^/o-ö)
and
tfi/.a;/2,/00)

= K(t,a;L2,L°)

< const #(/,5a;L1^00)

< const K(t, glL^L00)

by (iv) of Lemma 1, and g E (l\l'x>)gt2/(i-8) c (^1'^°C)#,2/(i-9)- Therefore T
does not map [/2,/°°]fl into [Z1,/00^.
Remark. An operator Q mapping A- into Ä.,/ = 0, 1, where (A0,AX),
(B0,BX) are interpolation pairs, is said to be quasilinear (Kre'e [3]) if there exists
a constant C such that

0) \\Q4Bj < C\\a\\Aj
for all a E Apj = 0, 1,
(ii) Q maps A0 + Ax into B0 + Bx and for each pair a0 E A0, ax £ Ax there
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exist b0 G B0, bx G Bx such that Q(a0 + ax) = b0 + bx and ||¿>-||A.< C||ü\Á\a,

j = O, 1.
It is immediately apparent that such an operator must map (A0,AX)g into
(B0,BX)9 forO<0<l,l</?<co,
and again one could ask whether
[A0, A,]g is mapped to [B0,Bx\g. Here also the answer is negative. The operator
S is a quasilinear operator from (L2,L°) to (LX,L°) but does not map
[L ,L°°]g to [L ,L°°]g. To see this, first note that as a function g = sh
G [L1, L00]9but h E [L2, L00]e. Now let/0 G Û, fx E L00and let/ = /0 + /,.

Then there exist functions g0, gx, with 0 < gj(t) < |^-(0I,/ = 0, 1, and g0(t)

+ «?,(0 = 1/(01-So/*(i) < g0*(f/2)+ f*(*/2) [2, p. 253]and
Sf(t) < (goV/2) + g,V/2))2(/-2/o'2/2 (f*(s))2ds)

<2yß[(Sg0)(t/y/2) + (Sgl)(t/y/2)l
From this it is clear that 5 is quasilinear.
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